Masterpoints
The ‘magic’ formula by which we calculate masterpoints for Swiss and pair games is:

BxRxSxMxPxT
While this may seem like a lot of nonsense, each of these variables are very important and
several changes were suggested during the last session of the Board of Directors, which will
take affect if approved January 1, 2015. This document will attempt to explain each of the
variables and how they were changed during the past session.
New Events
Two new events will be added for tournaments. First, tournaments which hold the current A/X
and Gold Rush Pairs can now add a third strata to the top flight. This gives a total of three
stratas in the top flight and up to three stratas in the second flight. A suggested structure would
be:
A1 – unlimited
B1 – 300 to 750

A2 – 1500 to 3000
B2 – 100 to 300

A3 – 750 to 1500
B3 – 0 to 100

In the above example, all ‘A’ stratas would pay gold points in a 2-session regional event, along with B1.
The other two stratas will pay red points. This structure provides a better opportunity for those players
with too many points for the Gold Rush who have to play in the “A” flight.
The second new event will be three flights with each flights allowing two stratas each. All stratas that
have an upper-limit of 750 or more will pay gold points in a 2-session regional event. This event is on a
trial basis and will be used at regionally-rated events at NABCs and each district may approve its use in
only one tournament per district in 2015. Should this event prove successful, this restriction will be
removed in the near future. This event will probably be more useful and successful in larger regionals as
you are running three separate pair games at the same time. A suggested structure would be:
A1 – unlimited
B1 – 1500 to 2500
C1 – 300 to 750

A2 – 2500 to 5000
B2 – 750 to 1500
C2 – 0 to 300

B = Number of Tables
The current formula is for 60 or fewer tables, B = (Tables + 10) / 60. With over 60 tables, the
formula is B = Log10 (Tables / 4). The effects of the logarithm function is that the increase in
awards is reduced significantly after 60 tables.
The major change passed by the board applies only to stratified/strataflighted events at
regionally-rated events. In all other events, “B” will remain the same as the current formula.
Currently, in regionally-rated stratified/strataflighted events, the top strata “A1” receives credit
for all table in lower flights within the same game and other limited games held at the same

time. This is called ‘concurrent table count’. Under the new proposal, strata “A1” will calculate
“B” based upon only the number of tables within its own flight given the multiplier:
(3 x the first 15 tables) + (2 x the next 10 tables) + (# of remaining tables < 100)
Therefore, the award for the top strata will NO LONGER DEPEND on lower flights but will
remain constant no matter the size of the concurrent events. The other stratas in the top flight
(A2 and A3) will receive awards based upon their respective percentage of the top flight.
For example, suppose you held the following two flight event:
A1:

10 tables

A2: 12 tables (old X strata)

A3: 10 tables (optional)

B2:

30 tables (300-750)

B3: 40 tables (100-300)

B3: 30 tables (optional)

The top A1 strata would get credit for (3 x 15) + (2 x 10) + 7 (remainder of 32) = 72 tables.
Whereas before, they received credit for 172 tables to include the Gold Rush Pairs. The “B” for
the Gold Rush remain unchanged. Notice that this also changes how “X strata” (now the A2
strata) awards are calculated. It is strictly on the percentage that “X” contributes to the total A
flight.
The overall effect of this change will cause the awards for small A flights with a large Gold Rush
to be reduced, while the awards for an A flight with a comparable Gold Rush will see very little
change.
R = Classification of Tournament
Currently, the rating of all tournament events are as follows:
Unit Championships
Sectionals and Stacs
Regionals
Nationals

=
=
=
=

8.5
10
14
22.5

Under the new masterpoint formula, the following rating system would be used:
Club Special Games – Group One
=
7
Club Special Games – Group Two
=
9
Unit Championships
=
7
Sectionals
=
11
Stacs
=
9
Regionals
=
14
Nationals
=
22.5
The overall effects of this change is that awards at full sectionals will increase by 10% and the awards for
Stacs will decrease by 10%. This was deemed needed due to the controlled atmosphere at a true
sectional with the use of duplicated boards and an ACBL TD employee. Certain club games will also be
affected. The following list of club special games will be decreased from full sectional rating to 90%
sectional rating:

Club Appreciation Team/Pair Games
Upgraded Club Championships
NAP/GNT Club Games
World Wide Bridge Contest

Club Membership Games
Instant Matchpoint Games
ACBL-Wide Charity/Fund/Senior Pairs
GNT Fund/NABC Promotional Games

The following club special games will now be 70% of sectional rating:
Club Championships
Inter-club Championships
Junior/Charity/Grass Roots/International/Education Fund Games

S = Number of Sessions
The current formula for number of sessions is and will remain:
# OF SESSIONS
1
2
3
4
5
6

FACTOR
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

M = Masterpoint limit

This factor ranges from approximately .15 to 1.0 based upon the masterpoint limit of the event,
with 1.0 always given to the open flight. Currently, this formula reaches 1.0 when the
masterpoint limit is set to 6,136 or higher. The new formula will reach 1.0 when the
masterpoint limit reaches 8,000. The effect of this change is a slight reduction in masterpoints
for those flighted events from 0-20 to 0-6000. A new reduction will be added to those events
that are limited to 0-7500.

P = Restricted by Age, Sex, or Mixed
This factor places a 20% reduction on awards if the events restricted participation based upon
anything other than masterpoints. This could include age, sex, team makeup (mixed), or several
other components. This is unchanged by the new proposal.

T = Type of Game

Under the current formula, Swiss and Pair events were unaffected by this part of the formula
because their value was set at 1.0. The two events currently effected are BAM Teams (which
receives a 1.1 or 10% bonus) and Individual games (which receive a 25% reduction in awards).
Under the new formula, pairs will be changed to 1.25. This mean a 25% increase in the base
awards for all pairs games other than standard club games. This was done to make the awards
for pairs more comparable to team games.

Other Changes
The depth of awards will be 25% of the number of pairs in a pair event and 25% of the number
of teams in a team event. In addition, the cap of overall awards going down until it reaches 10%
of 1st place has been changed to going down until it reaches 1.0 masterpoints. The main effect
of this change is more pairs/teams receiving gold points in the overalls of Gold Rush games.
A major change in the KO formula is also included in the new masterpoint formula. There will
no longer be a reduction in overall awards below 1st place for 3-session KOs. For example,
1st in a 3-session KO by formula
1st in a 4-session KO by formula

25
25

2nd in a 3-session KO by formula
2nd in a 4-session KO by formula

17.5
17.5

3rd in a 3-session KO by formula
3rd in a 4-session KO by formula

8.75 (for winning playoff)
10 (for placing 3/4)

Also, there will also be a bonus factor for brackets larger than 16 and the match awards have
been increased from 7.5% of 1st place to 10% of 1st place.
For National Event, the 1st place awards have been changed for 13 different events and a team
that receives a bye in a NABC+ event will no longer be credited with a win toward the two win
requirement to place in the overalls.

